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Thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) are deposited on the turbine blade to reduce the temperature of underlying substrate, as well
as providing protection against the oxidation and hot corrosion from high temperature gas. Optimal ceramic top-coat thickness
distribution on the blade can improve the performance and efficiency of the coatings. Design of the coatings thickness is a
multiobjective optimization problem due to the conflicts among objectives of high thermal insulation performance, long operation
durability, and low fabrication cost. This work developed a procedure for designing the TBCs thickness distribution for the gas
turbine blade. Three-dimensional finite element models were built and analyzed, and weighted-sum approach was employed to
solve the multiobjective optimization problem herein. Suitable multiregion top-coat thickness distribution scheme was designed
with the considerations of manufacturing accuracy, productivity, and fabrication cost.

1. Introduction

Thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) are widely used in advanced
gas turbines to provide the thermal and oxidation protection
to metallic substrate against high temperature gas [1, 2].
Application of TBCs can significantly improve the perfor-
mance and efficiency of the turbines. A typical TBC system
is composed of a load carrying substrate, a ceramic top-coat
(TC), a metallic bond-coat (BC), and the thermally grown
oxide (TGO) that forms between TC and BC.

Generally, the temperature decreases across TBCs at
specific operation condition are governed by thematerial and
geometrical properties of the TC layer, especially the ther-
mal conductivity and thickness [3–9]. For a given ceramic
material, the thermal insulation capability of the coatings
enhances with the increase of TC thickness. Nevertheless,
the thermal mismatch stress within the coatings may also
increase simultaneously. It is recognized that there exists
a balance between the thermal insulation capability and
thermal stress level. Determination of suitable TC thickness
for the hot components becomes an optimization problem.

Optimal design of TBCs thickness for gas turbine blade
can improve the performance and efficiency of the coatings.
It is desirable to have an available, simple, and efficient
approach to design the coatings for engineering application.
Unfortunately, little work has been reported on this issue.
Most investigations about the turbine blade deal with the
substrate without TBCs, which fails to take into account the
influence induced by the coatings, such as failure analysis of
the blade [10–12], heat transfer simulation [13, 14], or design
of cooling channels [15]. A few works raised concerns about
TBCs on the real turbine blade. For instance, Sohn et al. [16]
experimentally investigated themicrostructural development
of TBCs in high pressure turbine blade before and after the
service. Significant sintering and phase transformation were
observed, and localized spallation of yttria partially stabilized
zirconia (YSZ) was found near the tip of the serviced
blade. Gurrappa and Rao [17] conducted the hot corrosion
experiments on cylindrical specimens having various TBCs
thicknesses and figured out that an optimum thickness of
TBCs can enhance the life of underlying superalloy by about
six hundred times. Yang et al. [18] developed finite element
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Figure 1: Geometries of a gas turbine rotor blade: (a) blades mounted around a rotor disk, (b) suction side view, (c) pressure side view, (d)
top view, (e) dimensions of cross section A-A, and (f) internal cooling passages.

(FE) model for the blade with TBCs to investigate the
failure behavior under cyclic thermal loading. Zhu et al. [19]
studied the effect of morphology of TGO on stress distri-
bution in a turbine blade with TBCs under cyclic thermal
loading.

Above works provided insight into the influence of TBCs
on turbine blade. However, none of them deals with the issue
of design of TBCs thickness. Actually, due to the difficulty
in meshing a real gas turbine blade having complex external
and internal geometry shapes, most numerical works instead
utilized two-dimensional or simplified three-dimensional
model in their simulations. For example, Yang et al. [18]
and Zhu et al. [19] used the simplified three-dimensional FE
models in which the blade airfoil uniformly and straightly
extends from platform to the tip, and a single cooling passage
is assumed as well. It should be pointed out that the simplified
models can hardly reflect temperature and stress fields in
the real blade which thus leads the obtained conclusions to
become circumscribed.

This work aims to develop a procedure for designing
TBCs thickness distribution for gas turbine blade. Sophis-
ticated three-dimensional FE model of the turbine blade
with TBCs is built and analyzed. The optimization design
procedures are presented and applied to obtain the prelim-
inary thickness distributions. Finally, suitable TC thickness
distribution scheme is determined according to the quan-
titative comparison. This work provides a primary coating
distribution scheme for turbine blade.

2. Finite Element Modeling

2.1. Geometry and Meshing. The blade investigated in this
work is a first-stage rotor blade in a gas turbine, as shown
in Figure 1. It has complex external and internal geometries,
which includes an airfoil having concave pressure side and
convex suction side, a platform defining the boundary for
the hot gas, and a supporting shank positioned below the
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Figure 2: Finite element model of gas turbine blade with TBCs.

platform. The blade is hollow and includes multiple serpen-
tine cooling passages for receiving the pressurized cooling
air. The blade root which can attach the blade to rotor disk
is not included in present model, since it has little influence
on the problem we are concerned with. As can be seen in
Figure 1(d), the airfoil has a feature of twisting around the
radial centerline when extending radially outward from the
platform to the blade tip. The dimension of a cross section of
the airfoil is shown in Figure 1(e).

The complexity of geometrymakes it challenging tomesh
the turbine blade. We built the three-dimensional FE model
by using a combination of Altair HyperMesh and ABAQUS
packages. Generally, the geometrical model of the substrate
built in CAD software was firstly imported into HyperMesh
and thenmeshedwith hexahedron and tetrahedron elements.
The FE model was subsequently imported into ABAQUS as
orphan mesh geometry. The mesh offset technique provided
by ABAQUS, which can generate solid mesh layers by
offsetting amesh surface along its normal direction, was then
applied to generate mesh layers of TC, TGO, and BC. Small
geometrical details of the substrate were defeatured to avoid
small elements when generating mesh using HyperMesh.
The blade airfoil, platform, and bottom part of the shank
were mostly meshed with 8-node solid hexahedron elements
except those with bad quality which were replaced by linear
tetrahedron elements. The remaining part of the shank
was meshed with linear tetrahedron elements, since it is
impossible for it to be meshed with hexahedron elements,
attributing to its complex external and internal geometries.
According to the engineering practice, as shown in Figure 2,
the outer surface of the airfoil and the top surface of the
platform are coated with TBCs.

The nominal mesh sizes of the airfoil and platform were
chosen as 0.8mm, and the nominal mesh size is 2.5mm for

the shank. The thickness of TC varies in different analysis
cases. BC is constantly 150 𝜇m thick and is meshed with two
layers of elements in all models. TGO is also modelled in the
analysis with a thickness of 5 𝜇m. It should be pointed out that
this work does not intend to simulate the growth of TGO,
but the large elastic modulus mismatch among TGO and
neighboring layers has a significant influence on the stress
field [20, 21], which makes it necessary to include TGO layer
in the models. However, dividing TGO into multiple layers
of elements can lead to very large element aspect ratio. Thus,
it is modeled with one single layer of elements. This choice
of mesh density may cause some numerical disturbance, but
the analysis accuracy is believed to be sufficient to obtain the
design scheme.

The total number of elements is approximately 1.0million,
including 0.62million of hexahedron elements (C3D8R), 0.36
million of tetrahedron elements (C3D4), and 0.02 million
of triangular prism elements (C3D6). The mesh sensitive
analysis was conducted. The mesh sizes used in the simula-
tions can obtain adequate computational accuracy and ensure
acceptable cost.

2.2. Material Properties and Boundary Conditions. TheTBCs
are composed of APS ZrO2-8 wt% Y2O3 (8YSZ) TC layer,
𝛼-Al2O3 TGO layer, NiCrAlY BC layer, and nickel super-
alloy substrate. All layers are considered to be isotropic,
homogenous, and temperature-independent. The materials
properties are listed in Table 1.

A uniform temperature boundary conditionwas imposed
on the blade without taking into account the thermal
radiation and convection. According to the typical thermal
conditions in turbine engine [13, 18, 22], the TC surface is
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Table 1: Materials properties used in the finite element model [23, 24].

Material properties Top-coat TGO Bond-coat Substrate
Elasticity modulus (GPa) 48.0 400 200 220
Poisson’s ratio 0.1 0.23 0.3 0.31
Thermal expansion coefficient (×10−6/∘C−1) 9.0 8.0 13.6 12.6
Thermal conductivity (W/m∘C) 1.2 10.0 5.8 11.5

heated from 20∘C to 1150∘C, and the inner surface of cooling
passages is heated from 20∘C to 700∘C simultaneously, both
of which are assumed to be implemented in sufficient time
to reach a steady state. The ENCASTRE boundary condition
is assigned to the bottom surface of blade shank in stress
analysis.

2.3.Thermal and Stress Analysis. Theevaluations of stress and
temperature fields are carried out in ABAQUS by using the
sequentially coupled method. This method considers a one-
way interaction between stress/deformation and temperature,
which is often used for problems where stress field depends
on the temperature field, but the reverse is not significant.
It is implemented by first conducting an uncoupled steady-
state heat transfer analysis and then a stress analysis. Nodal
temperature taken from the former analysis is imported into
stress analysis as a predefined temperature field.

3. Design of Top-Coat Thickness for
Turbine Blade

3.1. Optimization Approach. Generally, the in-service per-
formance, durability, and fabrication cost are three main
objectives in determining TBCs thickness for a gas turbine
blade. Parameters should be carefully selected to represent
above objectives.

For in-service performance aspect, thermal insulation
capability is the most important requirement. Application of
high thermal insulation TBCs can reduce the temperature
of substrate to prolong its lifetime or allows increasing the
turbine inlet temperature and thereby improving the engine
efficiency. Thus, the temperature difference between TC
surface and substrate surface is considered as a performance
parameter. Larger temperature decreases across the coatings
mean better thermal insulation performance.

The durability of TBCs is mainly related to the intrinsic
failure mechanisms of the coatings. Interfacial delamination
is one of the major weaknesses of the coatings. Higher ther-
mal stress gives rise to premature delamination and shorter
lifetime. Delamination may be avoided when the stresses
are low enough. Therefore thermal stress is considered as a
parameter controlling the durability of TBCs, which should
not exceed a critical value and should be kept as low as
possible.

Moreover, the fabrication cost and technical difficulties
increase while using thick TBCs, which indicates that thinner
TBCs are preferred. The TC thickness is chosen as a parame-
ter to characterize the fabrication cost.

Taking into account the above factors, design of TBCs
thickness is a multiobjective optimization problem, which
can be formulated as follows.

Minimize: 𝑔obj = [𝜎TC (ℎ) , 1Δ𝑇 (ℎ) , ℎ]
𝑇

subject to: ℎ𝑙 ≤ ℎ ≤ ℎ𝑢
𝜎TC (ℎ) ≤ 𝜎crTC
𝑇sub ≤ 𝑇crsub,

(1)

where ℎ is design variable that denotes the TC thickness,
𝜎TC(ℎ) is the maximum von Mises stress within TC, and
Δ𝑇(ℎ) is the temperature difference between the TC surface
and the substrate surface.

In this work, ℎ𝑙 and ℎ𝑢 are assumed to be 100 𝜇m and
800 𝜇m, respectively. It is known that thick TC can cause
high residual stress during spraying andmay potentially have
influence on the gas flowing area. Thus, we assign the upper
limit of TC thickness, ℎ𝑢, as 800𝜇m. The critical allowed
stress in TC, 𝜎crTC, is assigned as an experimentally measured
biaxial strength of 174MPa [25]. The temperature on the
superalloy substrate, 𝑇sub, is assumed to be no higher than
the critical value, 𝑇crsub = 1000∘C.

To make the problem easier, an evaluation parameter,
𝛽, is defined to estimate the comprehensive thermal and
mechanical performances of the TBCs as follows:

𝛽 (ℎ) = 𝜎TC (ℎ)Δ𝑇 (ℎ) . (2)

Obviously, smaller value of 𝛽 means better performance
of the TBCs. By using the single scalar evaluation parameter,
the objectives of low stress level and high thermal insulation
are combined together.

The objective function in (1) is defined to have the targets
of low stress level, high thermal insulation, and low fabrica-
tion cost.However, there are conflicts among these objectives.
For instance, the thermal insulation performance improves
with the increase of TC thickness, but the induced thermal
stress and fabrication cost are also enhanced. No optimal
solution exists to minimize all the functions simultaneously.
Rather, the optimization is likely to result in a set of points
that constitute Pareto front [26–28]. Many weakly Pareto
optimal solutions exist for the problem. It is often necessary
to incorporate preference conditions in order to determine a
single suitable solution.

It should be mentioned that this work aims to develop
a procedure to design the TBCs thickness instead of focus-
ing on complex optimization algorithm. Thus, the classical
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weighted-sum approach is employed to solve the multiobjec-
tive problem herein. However, other advanced optimization
algorithms, such as evolutionary algorithm [29], genetic
algorithm [30], particle swarm algorithm [31], and simulated
annealing algorithm [32], are still valid in the design proce-
dure.

By using the weighted-sum approach, the multiple objec-
tives are scalarized into a single scalar objective as

Minimize: 𝑔obj = 𝑤𝛽𝑓𝛽 + 𝑤ℎ𝑓ℎ, (3)

where 𝑓𝛽 and 𝑓ℎ are objectives of performance and TC
thickness, respectively, which are expressed as

𝑓𝛽 = 𝛽 (ℎ) ,
𝑓𝑡 = ℎ.

(4)

Generally, the sum of all scalar weights equals one;
namely, 𝑤𝛽 + 𝑤ℎ = 1, with 𝑤𝛽, 𝑤ℎ ≥ 0. Selection of scalar
weights affects the optimal TC thickness at a representative
position. Larger 𝑤𝛽 means better performance is preferred
and thicker TC should be used.

In general, the assignment of weights depends on the
designer’s decision. In this work, considering that higher
performance of TBCs is more attractive, we empirically
choose the weight 𝑤𝛽 = 0.6 for the performance objective
and 𝑤ℎ = 0.4 for the fabrication cost objective. Actually, we
have examined the sensitivity of design scheme to the scalar
weights. It is found that different weights in part affect the
optimal TC thickness at some representative positions, but
this weight has insignificant influence on the determination
of design scheme when the weights are within some extent;
for example, schemes resolved from 𝑤𝛽 = 0.6 and 0.7 are
identical to each other.

The objective function in (3) only aims at finding suitable
TC thickness for a single position on the blade. To evaluate
the superiority of a thickness distribution scheme, a series of
representative positions on the blade need to be selected and
their total sum of objective functions is employed, which is
given as

𝐺obj =
𝑛

∑
𝑖=1

𝑔𝑖obj, (5)

where 𝑛 is the number of selected representative positions,
𝑔𝑖obj is the objective function of 𝑖th position, and 𝐺obj is the
sum of all objective functions. It seems that an optimization
design scheme having smaller value of 𝐺obj is preferred.
However, the feasibility and complexity of the fabrication
process are other important factors that must be taken into
account during the final selection of scheme.

3.2. Optimization Design Procedure. Theoptimization design
procedure can be divided into three main processes: prelim-
inary analysis, optimization design, and scheme verification:

(i) In the preliminary analysis process, FE models with
uniform TC thickness are analyzed, and 𝑔𝑖obj at
the every representative position is calculated. Ten
uniform-thickness schemes are considered in this
work, in which TC thicknesses range from 100𝜇m
to 1000 𝜇m with an increment of 100 𝜇m. There are
totally 91 positions in this analysis, including 84 on
the blade airfoil and 7 on the platform, as shown in
Figure 3.

(ii) In the optimization design process, the weighted-sum
method is applied for each representative position
to find an optimal TC thickness. Note that the
representative position stands for a region having
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Figure 4: Optimization design procedure of thermal barrier coating thickness.

the same TC thickness. According to the preliminary
optimal thickness distributions, the overall coating
region is divided into multiple subregions to form the
multiregion scheme.

(iii) In the scheme verification process, FE model using
the multiregion scheme is built and analyzed, and
the total objective function 𝐺obj is calculated. Note
that the magnitude of 𝐺obj depends on the quantity
and distribution of the representative positions. It
is difficult to predefine a universal value of 𝐺obj to
evaluate the superiority of a scheme for any given
analysis. Thus, the available way is to compare 𝐺obj
of a multiregion scheme with those of the uniform-
thickness schemes. The superiority of different opti-
mization schemes will be known from the reduction
in total objective function.

The detailed optimization procedure is shown in Figure 4
and can be described in the following steps.

Step 1. Build FE model for the turbine blade using uniform-
thickness scheme, where TC is assigned to be uniform
throughout the coating region.

Step 2. Perform thermal and stress analysis using the sequen-
tially coupled method, and the overall temperature and stress
fields are obtained.

Step 3. Select the representative positions on the blade
and determine their objective functions 𝑔𝑖obj. Calculate the

total objective function 𝐺obj for current uniform-thickness
scheme.

Step 4. Judge whether all the uniform-thickness schemes
have been finished. If not yet, go back to Step 1. Otherwise,
calculate the optimal TC thickness using the weighted-sum
method for each representative position.

Step 5. Design a multiregion TC thickness distribution
scheme.

Step 6. Build FE model using the multiregion scheme
obtained in Step 5 and perform thermal and stress analysis.

Step 7. Calculate the total objective function 𝐺obj.
Step 8. Compare 𝐺obj of the multiregion scheme with those
of the uniform-thickness schemes. If the reduction in total
objective function is satisfied, the optimization design is
finished. Otherwise, go back to Step 5.

4. Numerical Results and Discussions

4.1. Results of Uniform-Thickness Scheme. When using the
uniform-thickness scheme, the TC thickness is uniform
throughout the coating region. Typical temperature field and
that of the substrate are shown in Figure 5 (taking the 500𝜇m
uniform thickness scheme as example).The high temperature
region on the substrate is generally located at root of the
airfoil, especially at the blade platform. The trailing edge has
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Figure 5: Temperature fields of the turbine blade (take model of 500 𝜇m uniform top-coat thickness as example): (a) overall model (with
TBCs), (b) pressure side of the substrate (without TBCs), and (c) suction side of the substrate (without TBCs).

much lower temperature than leading edge due to the thin
substrate and effective internal cooling therein.

Overall, the FE analysis shows that as the TC thickness
increases, the temperature on the airfoil of the substrate is
impressively decreased, but the platform is not apparent.
To explain the difference between these two parts, typical
representative positions A and B are selected and their
temperature distributions are given in Figure 6, where paths
are defined to be from TC surface to the BC/substrate
interface. The distributions are generally bilinear, in which
lines at left side represent the decreasewithinTCand the right
ones denote the variation within TGO and BC. The thermal

barrier effect at positionB is not significant due to the fact that
the platform is far away from internal cooling passages. For
example, when the TC thickness is 1000𝜇m, the temperature
reduction at position A is about 240∘C, while it is 100∘C at
position B. The temperature gradient is reduced for thicker
TC at position A, but it is almost unchanged at position B.

The von Mises stress distributions are presented in
Figure 7, where paths are defined from TC surface to the
TC/TGO interface. It is shown that stresses at both posi-
tions increase from TC surface and reach the maximum at
TC/TGO interface, and surface stress in thinner TC is higher
than that of thickTC. It is interesting that themaximumstress
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Figure 6: Temperature distribution in the coatings with the variation of top-coat thickness on (a) position A (on the airfoil) and (b) position
B (on the platform).
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Figure 7: Stress distribution within top-coat with the variation of its thickness on (a) position A (on the airfoil) and (b) position B (on the
platform).

increases with the increase of TC thickness for position A,
but it is reverse for position B. It can be explained by the low
temperature gradient at the platform, which also leads to the
low stress gradient. The above results imply that the blade
platform should be coated with as thick TC as possible.

The Pareto sets for typical representative positions A, C,
D, and E (see Figure 3) represent suction side, leading edge,
pressure side, and trailing edge on the airfoil, respectively, as

shown in Figure 8. The Pareto fronts of these four represen-
tative positions are convex. Actually, the Pareto fronts of all
representative positions on the blade are convex andmeet the
requirement of weighted-sum method.

The optimal TC thicknesses for all the representative
positions on the airfoil are determined and the preliminary
optimal thickness distribution is illustrated in the form of
region contour, as shown in Figure 9(a). The thickness
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Figure 9: (a) Preliminary top-coat thickness distribution based onuniform-thickness analysis; (b)multiregion top-coat thickness distribution
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distribution has the qualitatively similar appearance to the
temperature field on substrate.The blade tip and bottom area
need thicker TC than the middle region.

4.2. Optimization Designed Multiregion Thickness Distribu-
tion. According to the preliminary results, we proposed three
design schemes and then made comparison among them
to find a suitable TC thickness distribution. In general, the
design of coatings thickness distribution should take the
practical spraying process into account. Due to the twisting
feature of the airfoil, it is easier to spray the coatings by
dividing the subregions along the vertical direction.

The proposed multiregion schemes are illustrated in
Figures 9(b)–9(d), in which the pressure side and the suction
side of the airfoil are dealt with separately. Both sides may
be further divided into multiple subregions, where the TC
thickness within a subregion is the same. Since a subregion
contains several representative positions having different
optimal TC thicknesses, we conservatively determine the
thickness of a subregion equal to the highest value predicted
within it. Generally, scheme 1 is designed having the fewest
subregions and easiest fabrication process, but scheme 3 is
reverse. The TC thickness of the platform in all schemes is
assigned as 800 𝜇m.

The FEmodel using the above three multiregion schemes
was built and analyzed. And then 𝐺obj were calculated. For
comparison, 𝐺obj of all the uniform-thickness schemes along
withmultiregion schemes are illustrated in Figure 10. It is seen
that the values of𝐺obj for uniform-thickness schemes rapidly
increase for TC thickness above 500𝜇m, which indicates the
low efficiency of TBCs with uniform TC thicker than it.
Although the scheme of 300 um uniform thickness has low
𝐺obj, it fails to satisfy the thermal constraint condition, which

is the temperature on the substrate of airfoil being no higher
than 1000∘C.

In general, the difficulty in spraying the TBCs on the
turbine blade is definitely enhanced when the thickness
distributions scheme becomes complex. For multiregion
schemes, 𝐺obj decreases with the increasing number of
subregions, which means that more detailed dividing of
subregions can help improve the comprehensive superiority
of the scheme. However, the ideal thickness scheme contains
so many subregions having different thicknesses that it is
difficult to be implemented in the practical spraying process.
Considering that 𝐺obj of scheme 2 are close to that of scheme
3 but the fabrication process is much easier, we suggest that
scheme 2 is more suitable for engineering application.

Actually, 𝐺obj of these multiregion schemes have been
initially estimated before above verification process. For a
givenmultiregion scheme,𝑔𝑖obj of each position is directly cal-
culated by using the results from uniform-thickness schemes.
It is found that estimated𝐺obj for schemes 1 to 3 are 37.5, 36.4,
and 36.2, respectively. The corresponding values obtained
in verification process are 37.4, 36.3, and 36.0, respectively.
The differences are less than 6%. Therefore, we conclude that
estimating the superiority of a design scheme can be easily
and quickly accomplished by using the results of uniform-
thickness schemes.

The temperature fields of the blade using design scheme
2 are illustrated in Figure 11. The temperature distribution
on the airfoil of substrate is basically the superposition of
the temperature fields of corresponding uniform-thickness
schemes.The relative high temperature region is enlarged and
temperature distributes more uniformly compared with that
of uniform-thickness schemes.

The thermal stress distributions in TC and substrate
are shown in Figure 12. The stresses within TC on the
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Figure 11: Temperature fields of the blade using design scheme 2: (a) overall model (with TBCs), (b) pressure side of the substrate (without
TBCs), and (c) suction side of the substrate (without TBCs).

platform are higher than the ones of airfoil. Due to the
imposed ENCASTRE boundary condition, the thermal stress
at bottom part of the blade shank reaches a very high level,
which is consistent with results from other studies [11].

5. Conclusion

This paper proposed a design method to obtain suitable
thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) thickness distribution for
a real gas turbine blade. Three-dimensional finite element
model of the turbine blade with TBCs was built and analyzed,
and the weighted-sum approach was used to solve the

multiobjective optimization problem. The design method
provides quantitative comparison for the selection of TBCs
thickness so as to improve the efficiency of the coatings. It is
found that the thermal insulation capability and stress level
within the coatings on the blade airfoil are enhanced with
the increase of top-coat thickness. Nevertheless, the thermal
barrier effect of the coatings on the blade platform is not sig-
nificant. For multiregion schemes, more detailed dividing of
subregions can improve the comprehensive superiority of the
scheme, but the fabrication difficulty should be considered
accordingly. A three-subregion scheme is found to be suitable
for engineering application.
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Figure 12: Thermal stress fields of the blade using design scheme 2: (a) pressure side of top-coat, (b) suction side of top-coat, (c) pressure
side of the substrate, and (d) suction side of the substrate.
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